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ABSTRACT

Computer-Aided Detection (CAD) has been shown to be a promising tool for automatic detection of pulmonary
nodules from computed tomography (CT) images. However, the vast majority of detected nodules are benign
and do not require any treatment. For effective implementation of lung cancer screening programs, accurate
identification of malignant nodules is the key. We investigate strategies to improve the performance of a CAD
system in detecting nodules with a high probability of being cancers. Two strategies were proposed: (1) combining
CAD detections with a recently published lung cancer risk prediction model and (2) the combination of multiple
CAD systems. First, CAD systems were used to detect the nodules. Each CAD system produces markers with a
certain degree of suspicion. Next, the malignancy probability was automatically computed for each marker, given
nodule characteristics measured by the CAD system. Last, CAD degree of suspicion and malignancy probability
were combined using the product rule. We evaluated the method using 62 nodules which were proven to be
malignant cancers, from 180 scans of the Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial. The malignant nodules were
considered as positive samples, while all other findings were considered negative. Using a product rule, the best
proposed system achieved an improvement in sensitivity, compared to the best individual CAD system, from
41.9% to 72.6% at 2 false positives (FPs)/scan and from 56.5% to 88.7% at 8 FPs/scan. Our experiment shows
that combining a nodule malignancy probability with multiple CAD systems can increase the performance of
computerized detection of lung cancer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is by far the most deadly cancer. The majority of patients are diagnosed at a late stage with
limited options for clinical intervention, resulting in a dismal 16.8% five year survival rate.1 The National
Lung Screening Trial (NLST) showed that lung cancer screening with low-dose computed tomography (CT) can
significantly reduce lung cancer mortality.2 Although this finding has encouraged a range of medical societies
to make positive recommendations to implement low dose CT lung cancer screening programs, hurdles remain
for effective implementation. One of the major issues is the fact that radiologists will be expected to accurately
diagnose and report large numbers of CT scans in a short amount of time.

To assists radiologists in diagnosing chest CT scans, a large number of Computer-Aided Detection (CAD)
systems have been developed.3,4 CAD systems have been proven to be an efficient tool to increase the detection
rate of nodules for radiologists.5 However, most of the detected nodules are eventually benign, and one could
argue that it is not even necessary to flag these nodules, especially when they are very small. The real goal
of CAD systems should be to detect lung nodules with high risk of malignancy. Since most CAD systems do
not differentiate malignant nodules from benign nodules, there is a possibility that obvious, but benign nodules
are given a higher weight than more subtle but cancerous nodules. Therefore, we investigated if it is possible
to optimize existing CAD systems to detect potentially malignant nodules, i.e. give them a higher degree of
suspicion, so that it is more likely that at a low false positive rates the system highlights truly cancerous nodules.
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Figure 1: Pipeline of the proposed algorithm.

2. METHODS

Recent study proposes the use of lung cancer risk prediction model6 to guide clinical decision making in deter-
mining nodules as positive findings. The model estimates the probability that nodules detected at the first CT
screening are malignant. In order to alter the CAD systems to be more focused on detecting lung cancers, an
option would be to consider the malignancy score given by model as an additional feature.

In this study, we pursue two strategies for CAD system optimization: (1) combining CAD systems, and (2)
modulating the CAD scores with the output of a lung cancer risk prediction model proposed by McWilliams
et al.6 As an initial step, two complementary CAD systems, ISICAD3 and subsolidCAD,4 were used to detect
nodules. The first CAD system focuses on solid nodule detection. The second CAD system focuses on non-solid
and part-solid nodules, which are substantially rarer but are known to account for about half of cancers found
with CT screening. The detected nodules were indicated by markers, where location and degree of suspiciousness
for being a nodule were provided. The pipeline of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Combining CAD systems

To combine multiple CAD systems, the CAD combination algorithm proposed by Niemeijer et al.7 was applied.
The algorithm consists of three steps: 1) calibrating the degree of suspiciousness, 2) merging findings from
different CAD systems, and 3) combining the degree of suspiciousness for merged findings.

As different CAD systems may report uncomparable degree of suspiciousness, it is important to transform
and calibrate the scores before combining them. In order to calibrate the probability values of markers from
each CAD system, a cumulative scaling method is used. This scaling method uses a training set with reference
standard. CAD systems are applied to the training set, and performances of the systems at various degree of
suspicion are obtained. Thereafter, the degree of suspicion provided by the CAD system is translated to the
probability that any marker with at least that degree of suspicion is a true nodule in the training set. In this
study, we used publicly available LIDC-IDRI dataset8 for training.

Although CAD systems can detect different set of candidates, there is a probability that certain lesions
are detected by multiple CAD systems. For these lesions, CAD markers should be matched and be combined.
Markers from all CAD systems were determined as matched if they pointed to locations in close proximity, which
is defined, in this study, as less than the sum of their radii. Thereafter, matched markers were merged and their
coordinates, diameter, and volume were averaged.

For each of the matched marker, a vector of CAD probabilities is available. To combine CAD probabilities
into a single CAD score, combination rules are applied. Three static combination rules were evaluated: the sum
rule (SR) fn =

∑N
i=1 fni, the product rule (PR) fn =

∏N
i=1 fni, and the maximum rule (MR) fn = maxi(fni),

where i is the index of CAD system, n is the index of CAD marker, and fni is the probability that a marker is
a nodule. When a nodule was only detected by a single CAD system, the probability of the other systems was
set to 0.
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Table 1: Performance comparison of different (combined) CAD systems with and without modulation with
the malignancy score. Competition Performance Metric (CPM) is used as an evaluation metric. The CPM is
computed by averaging the sensitivities of CAD system at seven fixed average false positive rates: 1/8, 1/4, 1/2,
1, 2, 4, and 8 false positives (FPs)/scan.

CAD systems

CAD
combination

method

without
malignancy

score

with
malignancy

score
change

ISICAD (A) None 0.276 0.548 0.272

subsolidCAD (B) None 0.376 0.304 -0.071

A, B MR 0.369 0.574 0.205

A, B PR 0.350 0.373 0.023

A, B SR 0.417 0.599 0.182

2.2 Malignancy calculator

The prediction model developed by McWilliams et al.6 uses various patient and nodule characteristics, such
as patient age, family history of lung cancer, nodule size, type, location, and the presence of emphysema, to
compute the multivariable logistic-regression model. For this preliminary study, we used nodule size, nodule
type (solid, subsolid, or nonsolid), and nodule location (low, middle, or upper lobe) as input variables, which
can be directly derived using our image processing tools. Other variables were set to constant values for all
markers. The input variables were automatically computed using our CAD systems in the following procedure.
First, the reported diameter of markers was used as nodule size. Second, the nodule location was determined
according to the lung segment corresponding to the position of the markers. The lung segments were extracted
using the pulmonary segment segmentation method proposed by Van Rikxoort et al.9 Third, the nodule type is
determined based on which CAD systems detect the relevant nodule. Since the subsolidCAD system is designed
specifically to detect subsolid nodules, this information could be used to classify the marker into one out of three
nodule types. When a marker was detected by only ISICAD or subsolidCAD, nodules were classified as non-solid
or solid, respectively; in case a marker was detected by both CAD systems, it was labeled as part-solid.

2.3 Combining Malignancy Probability with Nodule Probability

Given the nodule probability and the malignancy score, a new probability that a marker is malignant should be
estimated. Similar to the CAD combination method, several basic approaches are possible for such combination.
In this study we calculated the straightforward PR, for which we multiplied the probability of marker being
nodule, fn, with the malignancy probability fm.

3. RESULTS

The algorithm was evaluated using a dataset consisting of 180 CT scans from the Danish Lung Cancer Screening
Trial (DLCST).10 This dataset contained 62 malignant nodules and 199 randomly sampled benign nodules. The
malignant nodules are defined as nodules detected on the first screening and are eventually proven to be lung
cancers. The benign nodules are defined as baseline nodules that had not developed into lung cancer in over 5-
years of follow-up. For the classification task at hand, malignant nodules were considered positive samples, while
all other findings were considered negative samples. The performance of the systems were compared using the
average sensitivities at fixed average false positive rates: 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, and 8 false positives (FPs)/scan.
This metric is called Competition Performance Metric (CPM) and was introduced by Niemeijer et al.7 A marker
was considered a hit if it was located within the radius of cancer annotations.

Table 1 shows the CPM of (combined) CAD systems when they were used to detect malignant nodules and
their corresponding CPM when the malignancy score was integrated. By multiplying the malignancy score with
the score from individual CAD system, an improvement up to 0.272 was achieved. It was also observed that
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Figure 2: FROC curves of individual CAD systems, the best combined CAD system, and the best overall
method, based on the CPM. Two published CAD systems: ISICAD3 (A) and subsolidCAD4 (B), were used in
this study. The best performing method was achieved by combining two CAD systems using sum rule (SR).
Adding the malignancy score further improves the performance of lung cancer detection.

combining two CAD systems (ISICAD, subsolidCAD) using SR, improved the CPM. Our experiments showed
that the proposed method can achieve the highest CPM of 0.599. In order to better evaluate the results, the
systems were compared using Free Response Operating Characteristic (FROC), shown in Figure 2. The best
system achieved a sensitivity of 72.6% and 88.7% at 2 FPs/scan and 8 FPs/scan, respectively.

4. DISCUSSIONS

From Table 1, it can be concluded that the malignancy score can be used to improve the performance of CAD
systems to detect lung cancers. The malignancy score assigned higher score for nodules that are more likely
to be malignant, and therefore, the amount of false positives detected with high suspicion degree is reduced.
Combining multiple CAD systems increases overall sensitivity, as lung nodules that are previously missed by
particular CAD system can be detected by other CAD system. Adding the malignancy score to the combined
CAD systems was shown to further improve the performance.

The proposed strategies do not by definition improve the performance of the CAD system, as shown in Table 1.
Adding the malignancy score to a particular system may results in a worse performance, e.g. in subsolidCAD.
The majority of subsolid malignant nodules were initially found to be small and therefore were assigned low
malignancy score. Combining two CAD systems may also lead to a worse performance, compared to the best
individual system. As an example, combining multiple systems using PR may fail when many nodules were only
detected by one system. These nodules were eliminated since the probability were multiplied by 0, which were
assigned to a CAD system that didn’t detect the nodules.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) four examples of malignant nodules detected by the proposed system operating at 2 FPs/scan.
(b) malignant nodules which could not be detected at 8 FPs/scan, as they were attached to vessel (left) or too
small (right). (c) false positives at 0.5 FPs/scan. Most of the false positives are found to be benign nodules.

For further study, it is important to qualitatively assess lesions that are detected or undetected by the
proposed method. Examples of detected malignant nodules, missed malignant nodules, and false positives are
shown in Figure 3. There are 7 out of 62 malignant nodules that remain undetected at 8 FPs/scan. It can be
explained by the fact that all malignant nodules were from the first screening, in which most of the undetected
ones were still small and subtle (see Fig. 3b). It is expected that these nodules will be detected in the follow-up
study, when the appearance of the nodules is more pronounced. Most of the false positives with high score were
benign nodules.

It has to be noted that adding malignancy score in CAD systems, only changes the suspiciousness of CAD
markers. The aim of the study is to highlight detected nodules that are more likely to be malignant, which are
crucial to be followed-up in clinical setting. Using this approach, the number of false positives that need to be
diagnosed in order to detect one cancer, can be reduced. Less suspicious nodules can still be observed by setting
the operating point of the CAD systems to a more sensitive configuration. We believe that the proposed CAD
system can be used to reduce the amount of time required for reading CT scans.

Combining multiple CAD systems or features can be performed using many different methods. One possibility
is to apply supervised classification, for which the combination rules can be automatically learned using the given
training data. For future work, we intend to extend this study by applying more combination methods and to
validate it with more data.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we present the first attempt to automatically combine lung nodule Computer-Aided Detection sys-
tems with a lung cancer prediction model. We have shown that combining CAD system and using a malignancy
probability to modulate the probability of (a combined) CAD system for markers to be nodules, improves the
detection performance for malignant nodules. Such an optimized CAD system could be effectively used in the
reading phase of a lung cancer screening reading scenario. In future work, the study will be extended with more
combination methods and a validation that includes human observers.
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